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Abstract: Less than a year into the presidency of Richard Nixon, Vice President Spiro Agnew launched a series of attacks on television journalists, accusing them of being biased and having too much power to determine what news millions of Americans watched on their televisions. Because the government licensed and regulated their stations, the networks considered Agnew’s statements, and other White House criticisms, to be threats. As the smallest, most vulnerable network, ABC found itself at a confluence of relationships with the administration: It employed both Nixon’s favorite and least favorite anchors, as well as a highly placed executive who lent sympathy and assistance to the White House. In addition, one of ABC’s senior correspondents went to work for the president. Finally, the network aired a popular television program with the assistance of the FBI. This article focuses on ABC during the Nixon administration’s war on television news.
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Network news executives received on Nov. 14, 1969, an advance copy of a speech that Vice President Spiro Agnew was to give at a regional Republican Party meeting in Des Moines, Iowa, later in the day. The subject of the speech was television news itself. The vice president planned to question the networks’ impartiality and attack broadcast journalism’s credibility. ABC, CBS, and NBC all scrambled to arrange to carry the speech live.

After the broadcast of Agnew’s speech, in which he described television journalists as an elite and biased “small band,” network television journalists believed their freedom of expression was more vulnerable than ever before. One news executive, CBS’s Richard Salant described the speech as the “shot heard around the . . . broadcast world.” It was, according to scholar Michael Socolow, “the most influential indictment of American journalism ever made,” while Jill Lepore asserts that “No scholar of journalism can afford to ignore Agnew anymore.”

The substance of Agnew’s speech should not have come as a surprise to broadcasters: Richard M. Nixon’s dislike of the news media was well known long before he was elected president. His friends characterized it as a “fervid hatred,” something “close to irrational animus.” Long-time Nixon aide Herbert Klein said Agnew felt similarly; both distrusted the media and would “coil back [and] pull away in a sea of bitterness.” What was surprising to many members of the news media was the “chilling . . . harshness and bellicosity” with which Agnew lashed out. As David Halberstam has noted, “This was a man looking for a fight.”
Seemingly tame when compared to presidential discourse during Donald J. Trump’s administration, Agnew’s speech, less than a year into Nixon’s first term, was an inflection point in the relationship between journalists and the presidency. As scholar Matthew Pressman has suggested, journalism became more adversarial during this period, resulting in the perception that the role of reporters had changed “from stenographer to analyst.” It was also the first time the government had so directly assailed television networks, which were beholden to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), a government agency that not only licensed their affiliated television stations but also served as watchdog to ensure they were operating in the “public interest, convenience, and necessity.” Six years earlier, during John F. Kennedy’s administration, the idea that a president and his staff were subtly seeking to “manage” the news by “favoring friendly reporters” and “harassing unfriendly critics” was scandalous enough to be headlined on magazine covers.

Kennedy’s successor, Lyndon Johnson, later advised Agnew, “Young man, we have in this country two big networks, NBC and CBS. . . . They’re so damned big they think they own the country.” The Nixon White House rejected that proposition, as well as the notion that journalists were unbiased messengers. In fact, Nixon was the first president to regard the press as a political rival and to attack it as such. Marvin Kalb, a former television news correspondent, dubbed the Nixon administration’s approach “Agnewism.”

More than forty years later, the Trump administration used similar methods to frame journalistic entities as political opponents and diminish their credibility. As a candidate and as president, Trump threatened to weaken libel laws to make it easier to sue journalists; he characterized journalism as “fake news” and famously called the press the “enemy of the people.” Examinations of the Nixon administration’s approach to the press are warranted because Agnewism may have served, wittingly or not, as a template for the Trump administration’s treatment of the press.

Tellingly, when Johnson opined on the power of television networks in 1968, he mentioned only two of them. The third, ABC, was not even considered in many discussions. It was the weakest network, the financially poorest network; it was watched in fewer homes than its competitors were and had the fewest number of television stations carrying its newscasts. While CBS and NBC battled it out with the industry’s top anchors and reporters, ABC struggled to hire talent, to equip itself with the latest technology, to survive. It did not have its own film crews until 1963 and expanded its newscasts from fifteen minutes to thirty minutes a full four years after CBS and NBC did so. In 1968, after converting from black-and-white to color television, ABC’s finances became even more precarious, and only worsened when the Justice Department scuttled its proposed merger with ITT. Although resurgent through the latter part of the 1970s and dominant in the 1990s, ABC was hardly removed from a time when its competitors jokingly referred to it as the “Almost Broadcasting Company.” If CBS and NBC were concerned by perceived government intimidation, ABC had reason to fear it.
This article describes a moment in which the relationship between television networks and the government became more directly adversarial, when Vice President Agnew and White House aides publicly and directly attacked television journalism with implied threats to the networks’ licenses. Furthermore, it breaks new ground in describing how the administration privately leveraged a unique confluence of relationships with the weakest of the three television networks. For example, during Nixon’s first term, a long-time ABC News diplomatic correspondent was granted leave to accept an appointment as a counselor to the president on communications and foreign policy issues. Additionally, one of ABC’s anchors was a White House favorite who reciprocated its favorable treatment of him with positive commentaries on the *ABC Evening News* and social visits with the president. Of particular significance is James Hagerty’s role as ABC’s executive vice president for corporate relations. Hagerty (Figure 1), who had previously served for eight years as President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s press secretary, and then as the head of ABC News until he was succeeded by Elmer W. Lower in 1963, provided the administration with a back channel to his network, along with sympathy and advice.\(^\text{11}\) Hagerty’s effort to persuade J. Edgar Hoover to save his network’s ongoing broadcast of the drama *The FBI* sheds new light on his own representation of his influence on ABC News, as well as the circumstances surrounding the dismissal of an ABC anchor the White House fervently disliked.

The literature on the Nixon administration, including the Watergate incident that brought about its demise, is extensive. Considerable material also deals specifically with the relationship between the news media and the Nixon administration, though much of it concerning broadcast journalism focuses on the CBS and NBC television networks. Some authors who have specifically examined Nixon’s relationship with the press include those who worked for the president. Patrick Buchanan, the speechwriter most closely associated with Spiro Agnew’s attacks on the media, has provided a firsthand account of the genesis and execution of the speeches. Journalists, too, have written extensively of their dealings with the Nixon White House. For example, journalist Jules Witcover has written two books on Agnew, which include extensive material on the vice president’s relations with the press. Howard K. Smith’s memoir sheds some light on his relationship with the Nixon White House, while Barbara Matusow’s The Evening Stars and Marc Gunther’s The House That Roone Built provide relevant details on ABC News during this period.

This article proposes to fill a gap in the literature regarding the relationship between the Nixon administration and ABC News. While Nixon’s relationship with the press has been well documented, his administration’s interactions with ABC have not been. Drawing on primary sources from the Nixon Presidential Library, as well from other archival libraries, oral history transcripts, interviews, and FBI documents obtained through a Freedom of Information request, this article examines the administration’s public and private efforts to both intimidate and flatter ABC.

Though Nixon’s animus toward journalists can be traced to the McCarthy era, his hatred for newspeople was solidified following his losses in the 1960 presidential and 1962 California gubernatorial elections. The 1962 loss was particularly stinging, and Nixon felt the press had played a role in his defeat. In his concession speech, he lashed out at reporters, telling them that it was his “last news conference.” Nixon’s comments seemed out of character to Norman Chandler, the retired publisher of the Los Angeles Times and long-time Nixon supporter, who confided that the former vice president had “temporarily gone off his rocker.” The only explanation, Chandler thought, was that the poor fellow was in a horrible state of mind and completely exhausted.” Nixon later wrote that the reporters “deserved” the tongue-lashing and that he was “glad” to have delivered it. But the concession speech, what Buchanan believed amounted to a “public political suicide,” resulted in an ABC broadcast the Sunday night following the election called The Political Obituary of Richard M. Nixon. Ironically, it was Howard K. Smith who had produced and anchored the broadcast. Smith later remembered that Hagerty, the head of ABC News, sat at his elbow, “reading every line,” Smith wrote. Coverage of the 1962 election scarred Nixon, leaving him with a particular dislike of television. It “seemed to confirm everything Nixon had said about a hostile and vindictive press,” wrote Buchanan, who thought ABC’s broadcast was intended to “spit on Nixon’s grave.”

Spiro Agnew’s rapid rise to national prominence similarly informed his attitude toward journalists. Barely six years after being elected to public office, Agnew became Nixon’s surprising choice as running mate for the 1968 election. The Washington Post editorialized that it
was “perhaps the most eccentric political appointment since the Roman emperor Caligula named his horse a consul.”

Agnew was elected governor of Maryland in 1966. By 1968 he had transformed his reputation from that of a liberal-leaning Republican executive into one embracing law-and-order conservatism, provoking black student protestors, and then condemning the Kerner Commission Report as “masochistic group guilt for white racism.” His record provided the kind of political ambiguity that made him an attractive running mate for Nixon. Some political observers considered Agnew unprepared to make the transition from governor to vice presidential candidate. He made several gaffes on the campaign trail, including jokingly referring—not once but twice—to a reporter, in his presence, as a “fat Jap.” Agnew intended the remark to be lighthearted and assumed it would be off the record. In another instance, he explained that he did not campaign in poor neighborhoods because, “If you’ve seen one slum, you’ve seen ’em all.” Though he joked that he was assigned “the task of insulting all groups equally,” press coverage of the incidents left Agnew with a negative impression of the news media. “Look what happened to me,” he told a friend later. “Six months ago I was a fairly popular and successful governor. But then they started treating me like I was the village idiot.”

Agnew understood he served as a “lightning rod” to deflect negative coverage away from Nixon. Yet, he later admitted he was not in Nixon’s inner circle—in fact, he felt distant from Nixon and disclosed that the two men had a troubled relationship. Nixon later “doubted” Agnew’s intelligence, though he knew he was “good at talking tough,” writes scholar Jon Marshall. Despite the negative press, Agnew, already popular with conservatives during the election campaign, gained even more popularity as vice president by “playing heavily to conservatives” and attacking the press. Agnew became so adept at going on the attack that Democratic presidential hopeful Eugene McCarthy nicknamed him “Nixon’s Nixon.” Conversely, Buchanan dubbed Agnew “the acknowledged spokesman of the Middle American, the Robespierre of the Great Silent Majority” and he urged Haldeman that be put “on the offensive.” In time, conservatives would refer to Agnew as “Spiro, our hero,” and bumper stickers would declare, “God Bless Spiro Agnew.” Two Gallup polls taken after Nixon’s first year in office indicated only evangelist Billy Graham and President Nixon surpassed Agnew as America’s most-admired men.

From the first days of the Nixon presidency, “it was clear there would be no peace” between journalists and the White House, and it was to be an adversarial relationship. Nixon believed the press was the enemy, something he stressed to speechwriter William Safire. “The press is the enemy,” he repeatedly proclaimed while admonishing National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger and aide Alexander Haig to “write that on a blackboard 100 times.” Nixon counseled his cabinet to “always remember” that the press was to be regarded as an “adversary.” Nixon and his team, Pressman wrote, “never envisioned anything but an adversarial relationship.” However, instead of accepting the role of victim of perceived media bias, the Nixon White House would use television itself “as a weapon.” It had three strategies: it would use television to influence voters; it would mostly ignore questions from White House reporters yet carefully monitor their coverage; and its officials would verbally attack news organizations when their reports were deemed displeasing.
Klein and Buchanan frequently called journalists to complain about what they thought was unfair coverage. In June 1969, Klein observed that ABC’s Smith as “generally supportive” of Nixon’s foreign policy and “sometimes negative” on domestic policy. However, Klein found some of ABC’s reporting to be negative, noting, “I have talked with them about slanting.” In particular, Klein was concerned about Smith’s co-anchor, Frank Reynolds (Figure 2), noting, “I have worked on him through Jim Hagerty.” He added, “All the network executives are aware of the fact that we are watching and they hear from me both ways.”

However, by the fall of 1969, presidential aide Jeb Magruder became convinced that this way of dealing with the press and television networks amounted to what he called a “shot gun” approach that was “very unfruitful and wasteful of our time.” Instead, Magruder suggested a series of more concentrated efforts, what he called a “rifle approach.” In a document that would come to be known as the “shotgun versus rifle” memo, Magruder laid out other strategies that he believed would “have much more effect than a phone call from Herb Klein or Pat Buchanan.” He proposed an FCC monitoring program that was to begin once former Republican National Committee chair Dean Burch was officially installed as FCC chair. Magruder also suggested that the networks be investigated for antitrust violations. “Even the possible threat of anti-trust action I think would be effective in changing their views,” he wrote. Clearly, Magruder knew the vulnerabilities of network television. Broadcasters in the United States do not enjoy the same degree of First Amendment protection afforded to print journalists. Unlike newspapers, the federal government regulates broadcasters, and the FCC of the 1960s and 1970s regulated broadcasters much more stringently than they have since the presidency of Ronald Reagan.

Nixon aide Lyn Nofziger expressed the White House stance: broadcasters were “government licensed media” that were expected to give the administration “fair treatment.” Aide Ken Clawson put it in crasser terms: since broadcasters use the public airwaves, “we all have a piece of TV’s ass and we’re entitled to do something . . . if it offends us.” Nixon agreed, believing, for example, that the threat of an antitrust suit would be more effective in bringing the networks to heel than an actual lawsuit: “If the threat of screwing them is going to help us more with their programming than doing it, then keep the threat,” he told White House Counsel Charles Colson. “As far as screwing them is concerned,” he added, “I’m very glad to do it.”

Nine months into office, just as aides were considering Magruder’s proposals, Nixon faced a number of frustrations. Domestically, his nominee for the Supreme Court faced Congressional opposition. In Vietnam, the My Lai massacre was in the news. Meanwhile, antiwar protests continued to build strength, particularly the Vietnam Moratorium movement, which advocated that Americans take one day off each month—the fifteenth—to protest the war. In a cover story titled “Nixon in Trouble,” Newsweek suggested, “thoughtful men” had “serious doubts about the President’s essential ability to lead the nation.” Meanwhile, David Broder wrote that Nixon’s presidency was “in danger of being broken,” as Johnson’s was, prompting Buchanan to write a memo to the president encouraging him to defend his Vietnam policy. “You’ve got to stand up and we’re going to have to explain to the country why we have to keep those kids over there.
fighting and dying in Vietnam,” he later remembered writing.35 Nixon agreed, deciding to respond with a major speech in which he aimed to reach out to average voters, those he called “a great silent majority,” a moniker biographer Evan Thomas characterizes “a political masterstroke.”36

Nixon labored over the speech personally, spending days writing on yellow legal pads, “brooding over every comma.”37 While reserving sole authorship for himself, he gave his staff specific ideas on how to promote the speech, including garnering favorable comments on it from political leaders throughout the nation. Most importantly, Nixon wanted pressure applied to the news media: they were to be monitored and rebuked for negative coverage. Nixon did not want the networks handled in what he considered a “routine fashion” but rather with a “strike force,” one for each network.38

On Nov. 3, 1969, President Nixon delivered the nationally televised speech, which he considered at the time to be the most important speech of his career. His goal was to persuade Americans that he was serious about his campaign promise to end the war while simultaneously persuading the Vietminh and Vietcong that he was serious about defending an independent South Vietnam. Most memorably, he asked “the great silent majority of [his] fellow Americans” for their support.39 Although the speech deployed numerous “strategic misrepresentations,”40 scholar Karlyn Kohrs Campbell would later proclaim Nixon’s speech “a persuasive masterpiece.”41 The speech appealed not only to Nixon’s base but also to a far wider majority: polls indicated that 77 percent of the country supported him.42 Nixon himself thought the speech could not have been more successful, later writing, “Very few speeches actually influence the course of history. The Nov. 3 speech was one of them.” Nixon biographer Stephen Ambrose characterized the president’s appraisal as “nonsense.” Nevertheless, it was evident within weeks that the president had reached “a new majority.” Nixon wanted his staff to promote the fact that he had written the speech himself and had made effective use of television.43

However, the president did not receive the praise he was hoping for from television newspeople, who filled the time between the speech and the next scheduled television program with commentary and analysis. Buchanan felt the networks’ commentators were trying to “discredit” the president and instead should defer commentary until later, allowing viewers to “let it sink in what the President said. . . . Let them decide for themselves”44 However, expectations for Nixon’s speech had been raised so high that broadcast commentators analyzing the speech immediately afterward were critical that the president had not made news. “No new initiative, no new proposal, no new announcement of any new troop withdrawals,” said ABC’s Reynolds.45 As the discussions continued on all three networks, the president repeatedly called Haldeman, demanding to know what was being done for “all-out counterattack.”46 He was most infuriated with Reynolds. The White House considered Reynolds “one of the most caustic, anti-Nixon reporters” of the 1968 presidential campaign and was said to have kept a dossier of his alleged misdeeds.47 Reynolds’ commentary following the speech cemented Nixon’s animus for him. Even more infuriating to Nixon was ABC News’ decision to employ former New York governor Averell Harriman as an analyst. Harriman, a Democrat, had served as a negotiator with North
Vietnam on behalf of the Lyndon Johnson administration. To Nixon, Harriman’s appearance on ABC was more proof that television journalists were going out of their way to make him look bad.48

Frank Reynolds was co-anchor of the ABC Evening News from 1968 to 1970. Photo Courtesy Georgetown University Library Booth Family Center for Special Collections, Frank Reynolds Papers 1, GTM-GAMMS64, box 11, folder 65 (©American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. All rights reserved. Used with permission).

Nixon wanted to counterattack personally but realized he needed to appear calm for the sake of his image. As Joe McGinniss famously reported in The Selling of the President, Nixon’s campaign had carefully reconstructed the candidate’s media image from the brooding figure revealed in his “last news conference” and portrayed in Smith’s “political obituary” into a more mature, thoughtful, and measured man—what became known as “a New Nixon.”49 In order to protect the president from reclaiming his reputation as a hatchet man, he would strike back through proxies. Dean Burch, newly confirmed as the chair of the FCC, made calls on Nov. 5 to the presidents of each of the three television networks, requesting transcripts of the comments that followed Nixon’s speech. The same day, Klein reported that Burch’s calls were effective. “All three network Presidents appeared to have been shaken up and concerned,” Klein wrote. He added that Hagerty “was particularly delighted because he had had a major argument with the ABC news department.”50

Meanwhile, Haldeman instructed Buchanan, the president’s speechwriter, to launch a campaign of protest letters and telegrams. Buchanan disagreed with this approach: “This is the time really to take on the networks directly,” he remembered saying.51 Buchanan instead suggested that the White House respond to the networks’ coverage with an attack of its own. In a memo he later regarded as “among the most consequential [he] ever wrote,” Buchanan suggested the vice president should deliver “a major address” that he volunteered to write. The speech, he proposed, should call “for a national debate on the influence of a tiny handful of men elected by no one.” Haldeman returned the memo to Buchanan with a notation in red ink: “Pat, Let’s go! P is all for it.”52

At the time, Agnew was considered the perfect person to deliver the message, since he was “already at odds with reporters and considered to be the most expendable person” in the administration, as one historian has written.53 Although the White House later claimed Agnew was speaking for himself, going so far as to advance the fiction that neither Nixon nor the White House Press Office had even seen a copy of the speech in advance, Nixon himself was personally involved.54 After a few days of writing a draft, Buchanan was called to deliver it to the Oval Office for presidential review. As Nixon edited the draft, he “murmured,” then turned to Buchanan and said, “This will tear the scab off those bastards.”55 Nine months into Nixon’s first administration, a speech, and television news’s reaction to it, served as a flashpoint between the
president and the press, causing, Klein later said, an “accidental start to all-out war in an arena where tensions had been smoldering for years.”56

Haldeman, noting that Nixon was “pleased and highly amused” by Buchanan’s speech draft, approached Agnew on Nov. 10, 1969, one week after the president’s speech. According to Haldeman’s diary, the vice president said he thought such a speech would be “a bit abrasive,” but he agreed to deliver it nonetheless. Later, Agnew claimed to have helped Buchanan write it, remembering, “The crafting and polishing of that speech was a labor of love.”57

As Agnew and Buchanan worked, the White House staff considered ways to get network television coverage of a speech that would slam those who worked in network television news, even briefly considering paying for television time. However, the White House first needed a venue in which Agnew could deliver the speech. The White House solicited an invitation for Agnew to deliver the speech at a Republican Party regional conference in Des Moines, Iowa. The conference was scheduled to begin on Nov. 14; organizers had planned only for conference registration on Nov. 13, but they agreed to add Agnew to the program that day, touching off “a scramble of activity” in order to prepare for it.58 The television networks were sent advance notice an hour before it was to be given.59 Agnew personally informed Smith, through a letter, that he would say “some very strong things about television networks and their news presentations.” However, he assured the ABC commentator that it was not personal: “I recognize that you were most generous in your recent comments about me and therefore I wanted you to know that this was in no way intended to imply an absence of appreciation on my part.” Smith immediately responded to the advance copy Agnew had sent with the letter, writing, “I think it is fair criticism—indeed, I have made a little of it myself in print, in speeches and also on television itself.” He added, “I predict you will be roundly criticized—and heeded.”60

Though Klein claimed he was releasing an advance copy to the networks so he would not be accused of participating in a “sneak attack,” the administration was essentially daring the networks to cover the speech. Klein was convinced the networks were afraid not to carry it.61 None of the networks had placed reporting or production crews in Des Moines. ABC had already broadcast its 6 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. versions of the Evening News but decided to preempt its 7 p.m. broadcast, intended for the West Coast, with the black-and-white feed of Des Moines educational television station.62 Upon learning that ABC was to carry the speech for its 7 p.m. feed, CBS and NBC followed suit.63 Buchanan thought the networks had just made “an insane decision,” which caused him to become “mildly neverous.” He decided to go swimming rather than watch the speech on television.64

As the vice president took to the podium at the Hotel Fort Des Moines, just after the dinner hour, he joked that it was “obvious from the cameras” that he did not come to speak about bans on artificial sweeteners or pesticides.65 Then he got right to the point. Agnew accused the television networks of bias and pointed to Nixon’s recent “silent majority” speech as the latest example. The vice president complained that after the president delivered a speech he had spent weeks preparing, his words were immediately subjected to “instant analysis” and “querulous criticism.”
It was, according to Agnew, “obvious” that the commentators’ minds were “made up in advance” of Nixon’s speech. Although he did not mention ABC News by name, Agnew criticized the network’s decision to “guarantee in advance that the president’s plea for national unity would be challenged” after it “trotted out former Democratic governor Averell Harriman for the occasion,” who then “recited perfectly” the Democratic Party’s criticisms of the president. Agnew charged that even the content of the nightly network newscasts, seen by millions of Americans, was determined by “a small group of men, numbering perhaps no more than a dozen anchormen, commentators, and executive producers” who can “create national issues overnight” and “elevate men from obscurity to national prominence within a week.” According to Agnew, a “raised eyebrow, an inflection of the voice, a caustic remark dropped in the middle of a broadcast can raise doubts in a million minds about the veracity of a public official or the wisdom of a government policy.” Agnew emphasized that he was not calling for government censorship—or any other kind of censorship—but he told his audience that they should be concerned about a “tiny, enclosed fraternity of privileged men elected by no one” who control a “virtual monopoly of a whole medium of communication.” Even as he ascribed such power to the networks, the vice president claimed that even he could not be assured of getting his message out: “Whether what I’ve said to you tonight will be heard and seen at all by the nation is not my decision. It’s not your decision. It’s their decision.” Perhaps it was time, Agnew suggested, that this “small band” was “made more responsive to the views of the nation and more responsible to the people they serve.” Agnew then encouraged his audience and Americans everywhere to “register their complaints” with television networks and local television stations, by telephone and by mail, telling them that Americans “want their news straight and objective.”

The speech was front-page news, above the fold, in the following morning’s New York Times, which reported, “thousands of Americans immediately responded to the Vice President’s invitation” to register their complaints with the networks. Two days after the speech, the Times reported that Burch, the FCC chair, publicly sided with the vice president. Agnew’s comments were “thoughtful, provocative and deserve careful consideration by the industry and the public,” Burch said. Furthermore, Burch acknowledged that he had requested, from all three networks, transcripts of comments made following Nixon’s speech on Nov. 3. Agnew denied he was advocating censorship, as did the White House—speechwriter James Keogh claimed that nobody in the administration “was even thinking” about it, and, in any event, they “knew that it was both practically and politically impossible.” Nevertheless, the damage had been done: the television networks knew they had been put on notice by the government, which had the power to grant—and revoke—broadcast licenses. Even if the FCC did not become involved, network executives heard an implied threat that, at a minimum, could induce their journalists to practice self-censorship.

The evening following Agnew’s speech, ABC Evening News with Frank Reynolds and Howard K. Smith aired, in the place of its regular slot for commentary, reactions from Leonard Goldenson, the head of ABC, and from his counterparts at CBS and NBC. Each expressed deep concern. However, on Nov. 18, Smith commented on the ABC Evening News that he agreed with much of Agnew’s speech and had even made many of the same comments himself.
Smith’s co-anchor weighed in three days later with a commentary of his own, asserting that Agnew did not want “independent analysis, but collaboration.” The vice president, Reynolds continued, “confuses commentators with cheerleaders.” Reynolds reassured his viewers that, contrary to Agnew’s charges, “the position of a commentator’s eyebrow will not determine their position on really important matters.”

The networks were unhappy with Agnew, but the White House was elated. Haldeman noted that Agnew had developed into “a good property,” adding, “Keep building him.” Within a week of the Des Moines speech, at least three national magazines elected to profile the men who the vice president had said were largely responsible for selecting what news Americans watched on television. Women’s Wear Daily dubbed the news executives the “Dirty Dozen,” while Time magazine referred to them as the “Unelected Elite” and Newsweek called them “Faceless Men.” Nevertheless, there were some rumblings that a few moderate Republicans were nervous about Agnew’s attacks. Klein told an audience in New York that he did not expect the vice president would continue the attacks, adding that Agnew was “hopeful” that criticism of his speech would recede from hyperbole to a “calm, healthy discussion” of “anti-Nixon bias in the media.” Agnew reportedly had heard that the president wanted him to ease up. However, Colson noted that Haldeman had told the vice president that Nixon wanted him to “go all the way” in his attacks.

One week after his Des Moines speech, Agnew was scheduled to speak again, this time in Montgomery, Alabama. Amid the conflicting messages, there appears to have been some internal debate over just how harsh the vice president’s next speech should be, with multiple proposed versions emerging. Both Klein and White House Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler expressed concerns about the proposed speech text, suggesting a less strident version be presented. However, when Agnew took the podium in Montgomery, he read the harsher of the speech versions, thus expanding the administration’s attack on the news media to include newspapers. Responding for ABC, Goldenson had Hagerty call in his statement to Klein’s assistant, within minutes of the conclusion of Agnew’s address, suggesting, “the ultimate judges” of the network newscasts “will be the viewing public.” Nevertheless, Goldenson viewed the vice president’s remarks as “an attempt to intimidate and discredit” television news.

Back in the White House, Buchanan thought Agnew’s pair of speeches was a success, but he worried they risked being too successful. Buchanan believed that a “temporary armistice” would benefit the administration more than it would the networks. The White House had clearly unnerved the networks and rallied support in the South and throughout the country. “Why waste it now piling up our poll results?” Buchanan argued. Why not, he reasoned, save it for later, when it might be needed? Instead, Buchanan suggested that Agnew “move on to other issues, where he [could] be strong and positive.” Meanwhile, “the lessons learned” in November 1969, Buchanan wrote, “should not be forgotten in 1970 or 1972.” Nixon noted his agreement in a handwritten note in the margin of Buchanan’s memo. Nevertheless, the vice president continued with the media critiques that had given him increased relevance.
Publicly, ABC put on a brave face publicly. Av Westin, executive producer of the *ABC Evening News*, claimed there was “absolutely no sense of fear” at ABC, “either on the part of those on the operating level or on the part of management.” In a radio interview, Westin reported that Lower had spoken with him only once. He said, “Just keep on doing what you’re doing.” However, by Nov. 20, the network had received approximately 23,000 messages, of which some 7,000 had been read. Hagerty advised Goldenson, “if the present ratio of 9 to 1 in favor of Vice President Agnew continues, it will mean that 20,700 favor Mr. Agnew and 2,300 oppose him.”

Perhaps alarmed by this response, perhaps only wanting to make sure, as he said later said, that he and his network journalists “weren’t telling [themselves] what [they] wanted to hear,” Lower commissioned a content analysis of his newscast. A frequent public speaker, the ABC News president wanted to have some hard numbers in hand as he went out to defend his network’s journalism. So he turned to Irving Fang, a University of Minnesota professor and journalism PhD who had recently worked for ABC News as a writer and researcher, to design and conduct the analysis. Though Fang did his best to be rigorous and fair, selecting a seven-member team representing both liberal and conservative viewpoints, the study was rushed. Over the course of eight days, the team viewed and analyzed ninety-five hours and three minutes of *ABC Evening News* from the past year that had pertained to political news, the Vietnam War, and the Nixon administration. Fang told Lower his methodology would “never have withstood the test of academic rigor” for scholarly publication, but it was reliable enough “for a private study,” concluding, “It was the best I could do.”

In December, Lower addressed law students at Columbia University, where he took the opportunity to unveil the results of Fang’s content analysis. Overall, the study suggested that ABC News was balanced in its coverage. Among other things, it indicated that stories that were “likely to be pleasing to a supporter of the administration” totaled 12 hours, 39 minutes. Stories that were likely to displease supporters of the administration totaled 10 hours, 18 minutes. Stories deemed neutral in the study totaled 8 hours and 18 minutes. The survey also categorized commentaries presented by ABC’s anchors, finding those tending to support the Nixon administration totaled 1 hour, 24 minutes; commentary tending to be critical added up to 58 minutes, while those characterized by the researchers as neutral totaled 1 hour, 46. Lower wondered aloud why, then, with coverage apparently so evenhanded, television journalists “suffer the slings and arrows of bias charges.” Though he understood that many viewers were offended by bad news, he asserted that television should not take the blame for what is perceived as bad news any more than it should be credited for what might be perceived as good news. “None of it is our making,” he said. Lower told the law students that all the networks covered Agnew’s speech because of the newsworthiness of a high government official offering “even a hint of bureaucratic interference,” which cast “a grave shadow” upon the credibility of the country’s news media. That all three networks covered Agnew’s speech was not, Lower said, the decision of a “small band of network executives working together.” Rather, he said, it was the result of “three independent judgments by three men experienced in journalism.” Furthermore, the networks compete, he said, “vigorously.”
A week later, Agnew responded to Lower’s remarks in a letter to Hagerty. Agnew wrote that he took “grave exception to [Lower’s] apparent feeling that no federal official should criticize a federally licensed medium.” Agnew argued, “the mere fact that public interest dictates a license requirement provides adequate reason for open comment on whether or not the medium is serving its purpose.” Agnew believed he had not only “a right” but also an “obligation” to criticize network television.

Despite ostensibly representing ABC’s interests as its executive vice president for corporate relations, Hagerty told Agnew he agreed: “Unlike some of my associates in the television industry, I believe that you have every right—as Vice President and as an individual—to criticize the industry where you believe it is improperly presenting and analyzing the news of our times.” Hagerty added that he believed that “the overwhelming majority of citizens of our land support and applaud you for doing so.” Hagerty backed up the claim with ABC’s latest letter count. By the first week of January, the network had received approximately 30,400 pieces of correspondence: “letters, postcards, and telegrams.” Hagerty advised Agnew that the mail ran “7 to 1” in the vice president’s favor. Agnew responded later that month, calling Hagerty’s mail count “helpful,” adding that he hoped it was “becoming apparent to the overreacters [sic] among the media men that [he was] not advocating censorship or a grand design for bringing down freedom of the press.” Agnew added that, having made his point, he was “content to let the legitimacy of the complaint bring about the needed reform.”

As Hagerty was corresponding with Agnew, he was also lending support to Ziegler. A negative story in the press that Hagerty thought was unfair to Ziegler prompted Hagerty to write to Nixon’s press secretary. “As both you and I know, the job of Press Secretary to the President of the United States is never an easy one,” he wrote. Moreover, “it is also a job that creates envy and jealousy among certain members of the news media—the individuals that you and I know only too well who conceitedly think they know all the answers to all the problems and issues that confront a President.” While allowing that not all journalists fall into such a category, Hagerty asserted there were some who not only “pride themselves as self-styled liberals” but are “actually reactionaries who cannot accept or understand anything that does not fall into their own preconceived beliefs, particularly the intelligent use of evolving communication techniques by a President or Press Secretary.”

Another of Hagerty’s correspondents was FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover. Between the years 1965 and 1974, ABC had produced and aired a successful television drama about the bureau, titled The FBI. It was done with Hoover’s cooperation and approval; Hoover reportedly even had final approval rights for scripts and casting. The FBI director claimed he had received hundreds of proposals from producers to do such a show but that he finally agreed to such a television partnership when it was proposed by two people he could trust—Hagerty and movie mogul Jack Warner. Hoover wrote to Goldenson in January 1970 to praise ABC for airing “factually based news” that reflected “truth rather than distortion.” For this, as well as for the FBI’s partnership with ABC in airing The FBI, Hoover credited “our good friend Jim Hagerty.”
Weeks after the Nixon and Agnew speeches, Haldeman tasked Klein and Ziegler with evaluating network commentators based on whether they were “with” the Nixon administration, “against” it, or “generally objective.” As an example, Haldeman wrote, “Howard K. Smith would be listed now as generally with us . . . Frank Reynolds as general against.” Haldeman directed that the analysis “should be done in the next few days, since the President is anxiously awaiting it.”

One of the items Nixon was considering was whether to reward Smith with an exclusive interview with Agnew. Klein responded by classifying Smith as “particularly good on Vietnam, where he is tough-minded, and on international affairs in general.” On the other hand, he found Reynolds was “sometimes snide” and remarked, “It can be said clearly that he is not a Nixon supporter.” However, he noted, “There are growing pressures at ABC to keep him objective.”

Ziegler also had attempted to obtain more background on journalists, but worried about the potential disclosure of such an investigation, particularly “in the light of the Vice President’s recent addresses.” Ultimately, Smith conducted the interview with the vice president; however, it was put on hold until February 1970, “so that it would not look like Smith had sold out.”

In January 1970, following the president’s State of the Union address, Klein reported to Nixon on network reaction, writing that Smith concluded ABC’s coverage by saying he “personally agreed with much of what the President had said.” Weeks later, an article written by conservative media critic Edith Efron, published in TV Guide, pleased the White House. It featured Howard K. Smith’s criticisms of television news. Although not intentional, Smith said, television journalists were biased. Networks, he said, “are almost exclusively staffed by liberals.” Delighted with the article, Nixon requested that copies of it be circulated throughout the government. Smith’s comments in the article were also highlighted in a political newsletter. Increasingly, ABC was becoming the administration’s favorite network news organization.

In summer 1970, Colson was assigned to meet with the heads of each of the television networks. Reporting to Haldeman in an “Eyes Only, Please” memo that he found executives “terribly nervous” and “apprehensive,” Colson wrote that the network heads were “startled by how thoroughly [the administration was] doing [its] homework” and monitoring its newscasts. So engaged were network executives that Colson claimed he had to initiate ending each of the meetings. “The networks badly want to have these kinds of discussions,” he wrote. The meetings had been effective, he concluded, in letting the networks know the White House was determined to prevent the networks from interfering “with the President’s ability to communicate” with the public. His visit with Leonard Goldenson and his people gave him the impression that ABC would be receptive to the administration’s demands—“anything we want,” Colson claimed, adding, “Hagerty said in Goldenson’s presence that ABC is ‘with us.’” In September, Nixon sent positive reinforcement to ABC via a “Dear Leonard” letter in which he expressed appreciation for the network’s news division “striving for fairness, making clear distinctions between news and commentary and reporting the good as well as the bad.” Goldenson responded that the letter gave “additional incentive to strive for fair and impartial presentation” of the news.
Despite the administration’s simpatico relationship with ABC’s corporate leaders and with Howard K. Smith, the ABC Evening News maintained a certain editorial balance. Not only did ABC have Lower’s content analysis to back up the claim—after the initial rushed study in November 1969, Lower contracted Fang to conduct one annually for the next four years—but viewers could see the difference for themselves. Beyond the visually obvious (Smith broadcasting from Washington while Reynolds anchored from New York), their on-air commentaries differed. Many, if not most, of Smith’s commentaries—particularly those on the Vietnam War—pleased the White House. Smith “editorialized so frequently on behalf of Nixon’s policies that ABC acquired a new nickname: ‘The Administration Broadcasting Company.’”

ABC’s Bill Sheehan dismissed “the charge that ABC was the ‘Nixon network’” as “ridiculous.” Even so, viewers were likely unaware at the time that Smith would speak often with Nixon, sometimes over the phone, other times in the White House with his wife. “I greeted the opportunity to have contact with the president,” Smith said. “Perhaps the main reason our relationship prospered was that I favored much of what Nixon was doing,” Smith later wrote.

In January 1971, Colson met Smith for lunch and discussed an interview Nixon had given to network correspondents earlier in the week, with both of them “lavishing praise on the President.” Reynolds, on the other hand, continued to rankle the administration. When Agnew criticized the media for giving protestors attention, Reynolds editorialized that what the vice president meant was that “the real villains are the familiar ones—television and newspapers—which according to Mr. Agnew, give the kooks and demagogues respectability.”

Meanwhile, ABC’s nightly newscast continued to improve, even as it struggled financially (a failed merger attempt with ITT forced the network to slash its 1968 news division budget by 25 percent). Its biggest problem was that it could not convince all ABC-affiliated television stations to carry the newscast, so it remained mired in third place. The situation was so dire that when Westin was hired as executive producer of the Evening News in March 1969, he was shocked to learn that the ABC affiliates board was considering pressuring the network into scrapping the newscast altogether in favor of a syndication service. Westin later remembered feeling as though working at ABC under such circumstances was like “going down the highway at seventy-five miles an hour and changing the hubcaps.” In mid-1970, ABC seized an opportunity to hire CBS 60 Minutes correspondent Harry Reasoner, which then created the need to decide which of its two current anchors to replace—Howard K. Smith or Frank Reynolds. Ostensibly believing that Reynolds and Reasoner brought similar skills to the broadcast, ABC decided to keep Smith and remove Reynolds. As vice president of ABC News, and the person directly responsible for the Evening News, Sheehan was tasked with breaking the news to Reynolds. Sheehan knew that Reynolds had “just come off doing an election night in which he was magnificent . . . a moment when he was operating at his best.” He later realized that Reynolds thought he was being called in for commendation, “which he deserved,” Sheehan said. Instead, Reynolds was told he was being taken off the broadcast and reassigned. Sheehan thought Reynolds looked like he was having a heart attack. Breaking the news to Reynolds, Sheehan said, made it the worst day of his career. Lower later said he “didn’t think there was any reason” to replace Reynolds, that he was doing well and that, given just a bit more time, the Reynolds-Smith team would see increased ratings. But Lower’s superiors pointed out that
audience research weighed in Reasoner’s direction. “The facts were against me. So we took him,” Lower said. Reynolds believed his commentaries resulted in pressure from the Nixon White House. “I paid a price for stating my views,“ he later said. Though allowing there were “other factors,” he believed his criticism of the Nixon administration was “definitely a factor,” noting “Howard K. Smith was retained and he endorsed Agnew’s views.”

ABC allowed Reynolds to continue co-anchoring the broadcast until Reasoner’s arrival. On Nov. 19, he offered commentary in response to Hoover’s recent remarks about former attorney general Ramsey Clark, who had just published a book. The *Washington Post* reported that Hoover called Clark “the worst Attorney General he had encountered in 45 years as director” of the FBI. Hoover said his former boss was “like a jellyfish . . . a softie” and “worse than Bobby Kennedy.” Reynolds’s on-air reaction was that Hoover, who did not “welcome criticism,” was “the real ‘Untouchable’ in Washington,” adding that the famous prohibitionist Eliot Ness “would not have dared pulled the plug in the Hoover bathtub had it been found full of gin.” Hoover “has been a good cop and a useful public servant,” Reynolds concluded. “He is not, however, above reproach.”

Reynolds had turned a clever phrase by calling Hoover an “untouchable,” but it hit a nerve: Ness had called his Chicago prohibition agents “The Untouchables”—and Hoover saw Ness as a rival. According to FBI documents, Hoover was so angry that he put out word that he was withdrawing the FBI’s support of ABC’s *The FBI*. Subsequently, Martin Pompadur, the ABC executive responsible for the program, got on the phone to forward his apologies to Hoover. An FBI report stated, Pompadur “advised that he fully shares the Director’s feeling concerning this matter and he deeply regrets the concern caused . . . by Reynolds’ viciousness and unwarranted activity.” Furthermore, Pompadur advised the FBI “Reynolds had been a continuing problem for ABC insofar as the content of and the manner in which he handles his broadcasts.” As a result, “he [was] being dropped from the ABC news staff as of December 7th and [was] being replaced by Harry Reasoner.”

Upon learning of the incident, Hagerty immediately called the FBI, requesting a meeting with Hoover. The next morning, Hagerty flew to Washington to attempt to assuage Hoover. Hagerty reminded his old friend that “while his current responsibilities involve[d] Corporate Affairs, he [was] himself essentially a newsman, and that he [tried] when he [was] able, to oversee the activities of the ABC News Department.” Reasoner was scheduled to replace Reynolds in two weeks, Hagerty told Hoover. However, “if they could, they would get rid of Reynolds entirely.” According to FBI notes of the meeting, Hagerty reportedly “begged multiple times” to keep *The FBI* on the air. His entreaties assuaged Hoover; the director said that as long as Reynolds was off the broadcast, the FBI would “approve participation of the Bureau in the telecasting of ‘The FBI’ for a seventh season.” Having settled that, Hoover and Hagerty discussed “the fine job being done by Vice President Agnew.”

“This is my last program as anchorman for the ABC Evening News,” Reynolds said on the Dec. 4, 1970, broadcast. “On Monday, Harry Reasoner, whom I respect personally and professionally,
takes over. I wish him well.” However, Reynolds was not going without complaint: “I’m not going to suggest that I’m completely happy about what has happened to me. . . . I don’t like it one bit, and see no reason to pretend that I do.”124 Smith thought the change was “a big mistake.” He thought Reynolds “was the perfect anchorman,” while Reasoner ended up being “difficult” to work with. Smith was mystified that “somehow, they didn’t like” Reynolds. “They didn’t think he was doing a good enough job,” Smith said. Years later, Smith still did not think Reynolds was fired because of politics; it was because “Reasoner was famous and they thought he would raise ratings. He didn’t.”125

In fact, ABC’s ratings did go up during Reasoner’s first months, in part, because the network convinced more affiliated television stations to carry the newscast. ABC sent Reasoner to an affiliates meeting in Los Angeles. As Reasoner later remembered it, “Nobody had told me to be tactful, so I wasn’t.” Reasoner told station managers that, with all the social problems in the country, “any network affiliate which did not carry that network’s evening news was a disgrace to the broadcast industry.”126 As ABC increased the number of stations carrying the newscast, Buchanan recognized the new Smith-Reasoner match as the administration’s “best hope for a fair shake.” He advised granting ABC the “best leaks” and a “major special.”127 Though happy that Reynolds was no longer offering commentary, administration officials did not always find themselves necessarily happier with Reasoner. In May 1972, a Reasoner commentary on Vietnam infuriated the White House, prompting an aide to call Reasoner directly to complain.128

The new broadcast’s growth was noted when ABC’s top executives came to the White House for an off-the-record meeting with President Nixon. According to Colson’s account of the meeting, ABC’s representatives were surprised when Nixon noted that ABC’s Evening News had increased its Nielsen ratings and that “he expected—with a team like Reasoner and Smith—this would continue.” The president expressed his satisfaction with the new anchor team, opining that it was “balanced.” Nixon then offered to give a one-on-one television interview to ABC, with Smith as the interviewer.129

In spring of 1971, Nixon hired ABC News correspondent John Scali as a special consultant for foreign affairs and communications.130 It was, perhaps, a surprising hire. In November 1969, when Ziegler was tasked with rating the level of individual reporters’ sympathy for Nixon, the press secretary had characterized Scali as “generally against” the administration.131 President Nixon wrote to Goldenson to express appreciation for allowing the administration to “have the benefit of his many talents,” adding, “There is no doubt in my mind that he will make a vital contribution to our efforts and that he will be even more valuable to you on his eventual return to ABC.”132

Scali was no fresh-faced cub reporter. He was a key conduit in defusing the October 1962 Cuban missile crisis, a veteran reporter, and an expert in international relations. However, it is unlikely he knew that the president for whom he now worked was, at the time, vowing to “get” his enemies: “We’ll get them on the ground where we want them. And we’ll stick our heels in, step on them hard and twist,” the president reportedly told Colson and Kissinger.133
It did not take long for Scali to find his new hat to be a tight fit as he transitioned from political enemy, as the White House saw him, to White House aide. During Scali’s first week in the White House, Colson presented him with a critically annotated log of the networks’ coverage of the recently discovered secret bombing of Laos. Scali responded that he was “dumbfounded” and “astonished” that Colson was accusing ABC of an anti-Nixon bias. Furthermore, Scali doubted the accuracy of the media logs, particularly since he found some included many of his own stories, which he told Colson “were not anti-Administration in intent or content.” Scali also reminded Colson of the content analyses that Lower had ordered: “ABC has kept very careful records for the past two years” and “has data to show that it featured more pro-Administration than anti-administration” stories. The following day Scali wrote to Colson again, urging that journalists were more likely to believe the White House if it openly admitted errors. He defended his former employer, vouching for the reporters whose stories Colson had found objectionable: “The men are damn good, honest reporters who do not needle copy for headline purposes.” His former ABC colleagues occasionally made mistakes, he wrote, “but their batting average [was] remarkably high.”

Scali knew that some reporters and commentators had a liberal bias, but he did not believe journalists were conspiring against the Nixon administration. Now that he was inside the beast, he was learning firsthand of the depth of animosity his new colleagues had for his old ones. In a memorandum for the president, Scali wrote that he had “become increasingly disturbed in the past few days in private conversations with newsmen who suspect the Administration is orchestrating a stepped-up campaign of attack against the news media.” Scali told Nixon he was particularly distressed that the accusations were “being voiced by reporters [he considered] responsible and fair-minded, not by the usual liberal news critics who [were] quick to believe the worst about the Administration.”

Scali discovered that Colson frequently perceived slights in even routine coverage. For example, in one news summary Colson wrote that he was “thunderstruck” by Reasoner’s interpretation of economic indicators. Later, a summary of reporting on Vietnam peace talks quoted ABC’s Lou Cioffi as saying that the North Vietnamese were “ready and anxious to reach a settlement.” Reading the summary, Nixon noted in the margin, “John Scali—this guy is a commie, pink Bastard.” Yet another notation was transcribed on White House letterhead and sent to Scali: “This guy is an enemy, a no good bastard, can’t ABC stop him?”

Negative press coverage, Buchanan wrote, acted on Nixon like “a soldier who had been wounded badly in a war long ago and, when the weather turned, the pain would return.” Nixon wrote to Haldeman, “I cannot emphasize too strongly . . . the discrediting of the press must be our major objective over the next few months.” Scali disagreed. Attacking the news media was contrary to his professional orientation and, he believed, politically counterproductive. On June 27, just ten days after the Watergate break-in, Scali drafted a memo in which the president would disavow running an anti-press campaign. Scali had forwarded the proposed memo to Haldeman on July 21, indicating that he had hoped the president would send it. Although the June 27
memo remained dormant, Nixon had reportedly changed his mind about the wisdom of carrying on with the war on the media. Haldeman told Scali in July that the president had “discussed at length with the Vice President the need to stop the shotgun attacks against the press” and had given the “signal very loud and very clear that the Vice President is going to follow the president’s wishes in this area.” Subsequently, Agnew proposed to a newspaper publishers’ convention that both the administration and the press put aside its war. The Agnew speech delighted Scali, who told Haldeman he regarded it as “in effect a declaration of truce in the war against the press.” Despite his efforts, there is no evidence to suggest Scali played a significant role in influencing the White House to call a truce.

On Oct. 10, 1973, five years into the Nixon presidency, and in the midst of the Watergate scandal, Agnew resigned, pleading no contest to tax evasion charges, after it was discovered he had been taking envelopes of cash bribes since his time as a Baltimore County executive, even during his tenure as Maryland governor and while in the White House. Since February 1973, Agnew had been fighting corruption charges, calling them “damned lies.” Less than two weeks later, ABC’s Smith, Nixon’s favorite commentator, called for the president’s resignation. “For the good of the country, he needed to fight his battle for his reputation on his own time,” Smith later wrote, claiming, “nothing quite so forthright had been said on television.”

That Smith was the first commentator to call for Nixon’s resignation is but one of the unique aspects of ABC’s role in Nixon’s war on television. Smith, with Hagerty at his elbow, was the one who had wounded Nixon with the network’s 1962 “political obituary” broadcast, but he ended up being the president’s favorite television journalist. Equally significant was Hagerty’s work behind the scenes, which seemed at times more in sympathy with the Nixon White House than with the network that employed him. In January 1971, Hagerty reportedly threatened to come out of the shadows to denounce his own network. Magruder claimed that if ABC’s perceived bias was not corrected, Hagerty would “publicly denounce that type of activity by his own employer.” Meanwhile, Reynolds firmly believed he was removed for political reasons. Although he later expressed “regret” that he had not criticized the administration “in a better, perhaps mature way,” he realized he had “made enemies in the White House by refusing to function as a cheerleader,” thereby giving ABC the opportunity to replace him with Reasoner, who he regarded as a “very popular and thoroughly professional reporter.” Sheehan, Smith, and Lower all denied that Reynolds was removed due to political pressure. Nevertheless, it is possible that their superiors were motivated by politics. ABC executives Hagerty and Pompadur were, when Reynolds angered Hoover, all too willing to admit as much. “It was not a very proud time in the history of television,” Reynolds later said.

Agnewism not only was good politics but also was arguably successful in affecting network coverage. Jay Edward Epstein claimed that when Westin was hired as executive producer of *ABC Evening News* in 1969, “he was given a mandate” to make the broadcast “more evenly balanced politically.” According to Epstein, ABC may have been motivated to do so by economic imperative—specifically, getting more ABC affiliates to carry the newscast. By 1974, Buchanan, architect of Agnew’s attacks on television, saw progress, claiming the networks
understood that the public considered them to be biased. Although Lower, Sheehan, and Westin all declared ABC’s editorial independence, the *Los Angeles Times* suggested, “the word had gotten out” that “ABC had agreed to modify its supposedly anti-Nixon stance.” Agnewism also had a “permanently dampening effect” on television analysis and resulted in both network and local television working to include “good news stories, resulting in softer newscasts.” In using Agnew to fight his war with television, Nixon tapped into a resentment between rural and suburban areas in the 1960s that, along with antipathy toward a perceived liberal media, have not only persisted but have been amplified in American political discourse during the Trump administration. Though their media environments could not have been more different, both presidents experienced a love-hate relationship with the medium of television. For the thirty-seventh president, it was a “mutual hostility” that had been going on “ever since Mr. Nixon and a television camera first set eyes on one another.”
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